Fairfield County
Resolution Management System
The County Resolution Management System (CRMS) created by MAPSYS
Inc., enables the Commissioners’ office to electronically collect and manage resolutions submitted by county agencies or departments. Simple and
intuitive resolution creation screens can be introduced to users with very
little training. The system requires no investment in new software or
hardware for the agencies or departments.

Key Highlights


Written in C# using .NET Framework



Uses SQL database to manage
data



Customizations
- Workflow can be customized
to match a County’s workflow
rules
- Agenda and resolution documents can be customized to
match existing standards



Search



Users access application through
web browser



Easily create weekly agenda documents with details of submitted
resolutions and supporting documentation

The Clerk to the Commissioners can manage, publish, and make last minute changes to the agenda quickly. Agendas can be stored for future
reference and published to the web to be viewed publicly. CRMS can
also be customized to maintain the resolution approval workflow.

Key Benefits


Improve the consistency of
resolution format across all
agencies.



Easily make last minute
changes to the agenda



Ability to submit resolutions
electronically



Reduce Paper



Ability to Provide Public access to agendas/resolutions



Ability to search resolutions



Can interface with existing
imaging applications

“MAPSYS has helped us improve processes for managing and organizing
Commissioners’ resolutions. We have
implemented procedures which have
improved quality and efficiency for all
departments. The company exceeded
the scope of work to troubleshoot and
correct problems, especially at the inception of the program. MAPSYS was instrumental in the training of departmental
officials and always focused on customer
service, which allowed us to promote the
benefits of the system and facilitate positive change for the people we serve.”
Carri Brown, County Administrator
for Fairfield County

The Clerk to the Commissioners can manage the weekly agenda, add special entries, and organize the resolutions quickly. Resolution numbers can
be assigned and easily reassigned if last minute resolutions must be added
prior to a schedule session.

Following the weekly session the Clerk to the Commissioners can easily
record the motions, document the votes, upload signature pages, and
save results for resolutions.

